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Eduoators have long reoognized the value in asoer­
taining and uti11zing the interests of pupils in the 
encouragement ot Wide reading. Reading teaohers con­
stantl1 aim to mod1~ old patterns, oreate new interests 
and raise the level of pupil tastes. !hus, in a balanced 
reading program, the study of children's interests becomes 
a primary oonsideration. 1 !he oommon oonoern of teachers 
1n the classroom 1s that ot provld1ng an assortment ot 
read1ng materials Which satls~ and extend Wholesome in­
terests While adapting to the reading abi11ties of the1r 
pupils. 
Students do not aocidentally disoover books which 
meet the1r needs, interests and abilit1es. It 1s the teaoher 
who prOVides guidanoe b1 stimulating purposes tor reading 
and by direoting students 1n their oho1ce of suitable read­
ing materials. Experts tend to recommend books fer the age 
range tor which the book is likely to prove interesting as 
well as readable. Por example, a mystery story written on 
an e1ghth-grade reading level would be recommended tor a 
ka 
1paul A. Witty, "Pupil Interests in the Elementary





thirteen or tourteen-year-old pupil. The problem then
 
ar1ses as to the ava1lability and attractiveness of mystery
 
stories which would be readable for the same age child who
 
may require easy-to~read materials, or for one who should 
be challenged with reading matter of greater diff1culty than 
that of his age level. Children's preferences for books and 
other reading matter are greatly influenced by their interests, 
but interest alone 1s not a solid basis for approaohing the 
direction of Wide reading. No amount of motivation can of 
itself correct or overoome reading disabi11ties even though 
strong interest will sometimes enable children to read books 
that seem relatively difficult for them. 
Sinoe both good and poor readers often select similar 
book titles and reading topics, there 1s a need to provide 
books based on the pupils' interests which very significantly 
to accomodate pupils' differing abilities. 1 Because of this 
existing need, the writer was motivated to examine more 
closely the reading interests and-abilities of adolescents 
in order to prOVide criteria for aiding teachers in gu1d~ 
ing pup1l-selection of tree reading mater1als. 
Formation and Definition of the Problem
 
statement of the problem
 
The purpose of this study 1s to determine the ava1l­

ability and attract1vene~s of books ot varied difficulty in 
1R. A. Sizem.ore, 'tReading Interests in Junior High
 
School, f1 Education, LXXXIII, (April, 1963), p. 473.
 
\: . ~." 
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the most prominent areas of interest to eighth-grade pupils. 
Objective! 
The specifio objectives forming the basis of the 
stUdy are: 
1) What are the areas of interest to eighth-grade pupils?
 
2) Which five areas are the most oommon?
 
3) Is there a difference between the interests of boys and
 
girls? 
4) Are there books in the most common interest areas in a 
range of diffioulty from third to tenth grade? 
5) Are these books readable acoording to formula; are they
attraotive aocording to pupil-rating? 
6) Does pupil-evaluation reflect a similarity between the 
reading level of pup1ls and the difficulty of the book? 
Significance and justification 
ftOhl1dren's pre:r~rences for books and other reading 
matter are influenced by a host of significant factors • • • 
children's interests are the most important single influence 
upon their attitudes toward reading. ,,1 It is no wonder then, 
that reading authorities emphasize the vital relationship 
between interest patterns and progress in reading. In order 
to capitalize on the interest patterns of ohildren, it 1s 
first neoessary to know what these patterns are. Many 
studies have preViously been undertaken to determine these, 
and findings generally agree on the interest trends of the 
adolescent. Sinoe the Seoond World War, researoh in the 
1George D. Spache, Good Readlns for Poor Readers, 
(1st ed. rev; Champaign, Illinois: Garrard PUbllsh1ng 00., 
1963), p. 1. 
I 
area of 1nterest has d1mln1sked, due to the fact that basic 
trends had been reconfirmed in multiple studies. In more 
recent years, due to advanoes in science and spaoe explor~ 
at1on, the w1den1ag of ohildren's perspectives through the 
medium of telev1sion and the greater availability of 1nterest­
ing and attractive reading mater1al, young people have de­
veloped deeper and more varied reading interests. Oontinued 
study of the transitory interest patterns of young people 
ls, therefore, essential it teachers are effeotively to 
provide them with an assortment of reading matter. Dis­
covering the areas of greatest interest to students and be~ 
coming aoquainted with reading material for them 1s but the 
initial step in stimulating free reading, since all books 
in a partioular interest area are not sUitable for all 
pupils. The selection of books ot difficulty appropriate 
for the reader 1s a recurring problem of parents, teaohers, 
and l1brarians. The readability ot the material must 
correspond with the reading abilit1es of the child tor 
whom it is ohosen. 
Reading lists and ratings of books are usually based 
on the age of the reader and interests common to individuals 
ot that age. Read1ng materials Within the student's pat­
tern of interests mal not be available at his level of 
reading ability; the format of the books which correspond 
both to his interest and to his reading ability may be 
unappealing if it 1s suited to much younger or more sophls­




interesting books in a wide range of diffioulty and pupl1~ 
evaluation of the attractiveness of these books could be 
of value to teachers interested in guiding the reading of 
their pupils. It would serve to alert librarians and others 
who supply reading materials to the need of providing attrao­
tive books whioh are suited to the interests and reading 
achievement or all pupils of a particular age. 
Scope ~nd limitations 
The one hundred eight students used in the study were 
enrolled in the eighth grade at an elementary parochial 
school during the 1965-1966 soholastio term. The ohronolo­
gical ages of the fitty-two girls and fifty-six boys who 
oomposed the group ranged from twelve to fourteen years. 
Books used in the study were limited to trade books 
Which were available from two publio libraries in the 
vioinity of the school which the students attended and 
from their sohool library. The books ohosen from these 
l1brar1es for evaluation were those whioh could be class1fied 
under the areas of greatest interest as determined by the 
results of a reading interest inventory_ 
The inventory used to determine the prinoipal areas 
of interest was suitable tor the time factor involved in 
the study and the desired objectivity of responses regarding 
pupil interests. However, it mar not have been as aocurate 
or realistio as direot observation or personal interview 
might have been. Book titles used in the inventory, and 




to these may have influenced the students in their choice f -. 
or rejeotion of a particular title rather than the interest 
area which it represented. Formulae utilized in determin­

ing the readability of books used in the study could not
 
indioate the exaot degree of difficulty for all readers sinoe
 
they do not reflect oonceptual difficulties, the organiza­

tional character of materials or the oomplexity of sentence
 
structure. More sUbjeotive oriteria had to be included to 
supplement this evaluation of materials. 
The tvo books which represented each grade level
 
from third to tenth grade could not be perfectly equated ac­

oording to interest and attractiveness to every pupil. Thus,
 
pupil ohoioe may have been influenoed by other faotors than
 




For greater olarity and understanding, definitions
 
of speoific terms as used in this study are given:
 
Availability. Books oonsidered ava1lable to the
 
students who participated in the study were those which
 
were accessible through public libraries in the area and
 
through the school library.
 
Readable. Readability of mater1al was measured ao­

cording to formula and also included teaoher-evaluation of
 
-:'1.;_aspects not provided for by formulae: idea density; diffi ­

oulty of oonoepts; sophistication of plot; sentence structure.
 
Attraotiveness. Attractiveness or books used in
 







faotors as general appearanoe, oontent and interest area. 
Summary 
The foregoing chapter introduced the study and 
outlined its speoifio goals and objeotives. It 1s believed 
that by studying the interests of pupils and the relation­
ship ot these interests to reading achievement, and further, 
by utilizing this knowledge in 1nstruotion, greater motiva­
tion oan be aohieved. 
i 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELAnD LI!ERATURE 
One of the major ob3eot1ves of a well-balanoed 
junior high school reading program 1s the encouragement of 
wide and varied reading patterns based upon and extended from 
the interests of the pupils. As background for the present 
stUdy of reading interests, the following topios were 
explored in literature related to pupil-interests: 
(1) methods of appraising reading interests; (2) results of 
studies of children's reading interests; (3) readability 
and its relation to reading interests; (4) pupil's ohoices 
of books. 
Methods of Appraising Reading Interests 
Evaluation of interests and tastes in reading 1s 
neoessary if pupils are to receive guidance in broadening 
these interests and developing more satisfaotory tastes. 
In the past, many methods have been employed for this pur­
pose. Day-by-day observation, ind1vidual oonferenoes, anec­
dotal reoords and teacher-oonstruoted inventories or check­
lists are among those considered most oommon by Tinker and 
MOOullough. 1 Useful, systematio inventories of interests 
1Miles A. Tinker and Oonstance M. McOullough, Teach­
~ ins Elementary Reaq1ng (New York: Appleton-Oentury Crotts, 





have been organized by Hildreth,' Witty and Kopel,2 and by 
Witty,' and have been oonsidered objective instruments whleh 
oan yield considerable informat1on on interests and tastes 
in reading. 
Strang reports that the checklist 1s the most widely 
used method of determining reading interests, and lists as 
its good features: easy tabulation, its presentation of a 
variety of interests and the absenoe of lengthy writing re­
quirements. She notes, however, that the cheoklist may 
sometimes be difficult to interpret because of the pupils' 
4efforts to please the teacher or their peers. Anderson, 
who employed the questionnaire in her study, also lists as 
its limitations: laok of reliability of pupils' responses; 
the pupil's emotional tone at the time of the response; his 
physical well-being; outside influences at the time. She 
further suggests that daily observation over a long period 
of time can jUdge the accuracy of the questionnaire results. 5 
1Gertrude Hildreth, Personality and Interest Inventory, 
Elementatl Form (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers'
Oortege, Oolumbia University, 1936). ~ 
2paul Witty and Alfred-Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
Process (Boston: Ginn and 00., 1939). 
3paul Witty, Readins in Modern Education (Boston:
D. O. Heath and 00., 1949). 
4xuth Strang, "Scope of Adolescent Interests," 
Eduoation, LXXXIII, No.8 (April, 1963), pp. 463-467. 
5Esther M. Anderson, ftA Study of the Leisure-time 
Reading of Pupils in Junior High School," Elementary Sohool 
Journal, XLVIII, (January, 1948), pp. 258~267. 
I 
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Questionnaires of varied types have been used in 
studies of reading interests. Rudman presented the following 
questions in order to determine: (1) what children want to 
read about; (2) what they are looking up in books: 
1) If someone were to give you a book as a present 
what would you want it to be about? 
2) If a very good friend could answer any question, 
what would you ask? 
3)	 When you went to a book (not a dictionary), not 
long ago to find out something, what did you find 
out about? 
Olassifications of interest were set up to oonta1n the 
students' responses, forming the data tor the study.1 
For determining both read1ng interests and pup11­
attitudes toward reading, Boning recommends the inoomplete 
sentenoe teohnique, consisting of suoh incomplete statements 
as: "fo me books ••• : I like to read about••• : ltd rather read 
tt2than•••• In a study oonduoted by Smith and Eno, students 
in grades seven through twelve responded to the question, 
nIf you could have an author write a story for you, what 
would you have him put into it?" Thirteen types were suggest-­
ad by the response to this one question, revealing individual 
differences and range of choices. 3 
In	 order to present students with the same stimulus, 
1Herbert C. Rudman, "The Informational Needs and 
Reading Interests ot Children in Grades IV !hrough VIII,ff 
!he ~lementarl Sohool Journal, LV (May, 1955), pp. 502~512. 
2Thomas Boning, "I'd. Rather Read Than••• ,ff fhe Read­
ing Teacher, X (April, 1957), pp. 196-199. 
3May L. 8m1 th and I. V. Eno t r'What Do Th~y Really 






the ohecklist oompiled by fnornd1ke and Henry oons1sted of 
annotated fictitious titles rather than actual ones. Pupils 
were asked to 1ndicate whether or not they would like to 
1
read the books which were described. 
In attempting to arrive at more realistio results, 
several studies of pupil-interest were undertaken which 
were based on actual reading habits of young people. Rankin, 
in her study of reading interests of students, observed the 
circulation of books in eighty public libraries in Illinois, 
New York and Ohio. By this method she found that the theme 
of a book greatly influenced students' ohoioes of reading 
materials. 2 The same procedure was employed by McOarty who 
obtained data from individual reading reoords kept by li ­
brarians and which included required and free reading of 
students in grades seven through twelve. 3 
Mauck and Swenson compiled a set of one hundred seventy­
one books ranging in difficulty from grades one through nine 
which were made available to ch1ldren ot grades four through 
eight. These were d1vided into three sets of fifty-seven 
lRobert L. Thorndike and Florence Henry, ttDif'f'erences 
in Reading Interests Related to Differences in Sex and In­
telligence Level," The Elementary Sohool Journal, XL 
(June, 1940), pp. 751-763. 
2Marie Rankin, "Children's Interests in Library
 
Books ot F1etlon,n Teachers College Oontributions to
 
Education, No. 906 tNew York: Teachers College, Columbia
 
Un1vera1 ty, 1944), Pl'. 136-1.38.
 
3pearl S. McOarty, "Reading Interests Shown by Choices 
of Books in School Llbrar1es,ff Sohool Review, LVIII 
(February, 1950), pp. 144-150. 
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books, and given to three home room groups. The students 
used the books during the day and completed a record oard 
noting the choioes of each pupil, the number of pages read, 
and the average grade plaoement ot all books read. In ad­
dition to determining the general reading interests ot the 
students, this study examined pup11~att1tudes toward reading. 
When asked to give reasons for their doing little or muoh 
reading, those who read a great deal stated that they did it 
for reoreation, interest, assignments, self-improvement and 
vicarious experience. Those Who read little did so because 
of laok of motivation, other demands on time, other interests, 
physical disabilities and laok of books that suited their 
interests. 1 
In his evaluation ot the reading habits and 1nterests 
of high school students, Husband examined records of their 
tree reading and lists of titles oompiled by librarians 
which were most in demand among adolescent readers. Student­
attitudes were explored through informal conversations and 
diary records of readings which they found particularly en­
joyable. This method appeared to be effeotive in determining 
interests through aotual reading habits of pupils, while it 
also provided insights into student-attitudes toward read1ng. 2 
1InezL. Hauck and Esther J. Swenson, "A Study of 
Children's Recreational Read1ng,tt The Elementary School 
Journal, L (November, 1949), pp. 144~150. 
2John D. Husband, ttA Teohnique for the Evaluation of 
Growth in Oertain Affeotive Phases ot Reading Among High 
School Pupils, f' Journal or Eduoational Researeh,~ XXXIX 





Interview methods for determining reading interests 
have been suggested bY' Stanchfield1 and Harris. 2 Tinker 
and McCullough note that an interview may be used to supple­
ment the questionnaire or to replace it, and in many cases 
maY' be the best method of determining reading interests. 3 
In order to obtain information regarding the actual 
interest-appeal ot reading material, Dieder1ch asked students 
who had completed the reading of a partioular book to write 
their opinions of it on oards. One was filed after the 
card tor that book in the card oatalogue; another was filed 
after the students' names in a separate listing. Students 
oould then see what others thought of a book before they 
read it. Sinoe these oards were 1ntended to gUide others 
rather than to impress the teacher, Diederioh felt that the 
students tended to be honest, definite and forceful in their 
4oomments. 
Several different methods of determining general in­
terests of students which oan be used as motivation for 
reading are suggested by Harris: observation of daily be­
havior; the arrangement of a "hobby club tt period, when the 
1J. M. Stanchfield, "Read1ng Interests of E1ghth­

Grade Boys,fI Journal ot Developmental Readlns, V (Summer,
 
1962), pp. 256-265_ .. . 
2Albert Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability

(New York: David McKay do., 1961'. p. 477.
 
3Tinker and MoOullough, op. cit., Chapter 14. 
4paul B. Diederich, "The Rutgers Plan for Outting 
/ Olass Size in 1'wo, ft En811sh Journal, XLlr"::(Apr11, 1960), 
pp. 229-236, 266. ­
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child has the opportunity to tell about things he likes to 
do in his spare time; the arrangement of an interview with 
each child. 1 
Results of Studies of Children's ~eadln6 Interests 
"A teacher oan understand a group of children better 
1t she knows the researoh results about the unusual 1n­
terests at their age level and if she studies individual 
and group dev1at1on~ from the usual patterns. ,,2 Var10us 
studies reveal the relationship between reading interests 
and factors which influenoe these interests. 
Age and sex 
One of the earliest studies noting developmental 
changes in reading was undertaken by Terman and Lima. Their 
findings regarding prinoipal read1ng interests of students 
at junior high school level may be summarized as follows: 
Age 12 - Reading interest is at its highest peak. 
Biographies; stories of home and sohool l1fe are of predomin­
ant interest. Boys exhibit greater interest in more sensa~ 
tional adventure; girls begin to read so-called "adult fictlon tf • 
Ages 13-14 - At this time reading is one ot a more 
speoialized type and 1s orten related to hobbies; meohanioal 
and soientific interests. Girls read more romantic fiction 
and perhaps adventure stor1es. 3 
1Harris, Ope oit., pp. 477-479. 
2T1nker and HcOullough t o~. c1t., p. 398. 
'Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's 
Read1n : A Guide for Parents and Teachers, (2d ad.: New York: 
Appleton-Century Orofts, 1935 , p. 2. 
.~ .~ .. 
.:' ~;~ .' 
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Russell also notes that studies ot ohildren's 
reading interests show that many of them reach a peak in 
reading aot1vity somehwere around eleven, twelve or th1r­
teen years of age. 1 
In his study ot the reading interests of ohildren in 
grades four through eight, Rudman found that teenagers 
share some interests with younger Children, as in the ex­
ample of sports stories. Interest in mystery stories, 
sports and other reoreation increases in junior high school, 
2while interest in cowboys and fairytales decreases. 
Various studies report notable ohanges in the in­
terests of boys and girls as they mature. Thorndike found 
some differenoes in interests at different ages, but notioed 
a oonsistent interest or dislike at all levels. He oonoluded, 
"There 1s a oonsistent pattern of boys' interests ••• and, 
to somewhat lesser extent, a pattern of girls' interests 
cutting across all age and intelligenoe d1fferenoes. tt From 
his findings, Thorndike suggested that, "the ten-year-old 
boy and the fifteen-year-old boy are more alike than dif­
ferent in their interests, ft and that there are distinot 
sex differenoes in book choioes exoept tor mystery stories, 
animal stories and mild adventure stories. He felt that 
the sex of the reader 1s ·'conspicuously more important" 
.. 
1navid Russell, Children Learn to Read (Boston: Ginn 
and 00., 1949), pp. 27-2S. 
2Rudman, oR. cit., pp. 502-512. 
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than are age or intelligenoe in determining what ohildren 
will read. 1 
One of the most extensive studies of reading interests 
involving high school students was oompleted by Norvell. 
Results of the study showed few grade~level or age differ­
ences, but revealed sex to be a "highly signifioant factor" 
in the students' responses to the selections presented. Be~ 
oause of this differenoe, Norvell suggested that schools 
provide separate materials for boys and girls, With more 
changes in present materials needed tor boys. The eLements 
in stories favored by boys were adventurous action, physical 
struggle, human charaoters, animals, humor, oourage and 
patriotism. Preferred by girls were stories ot adventure, 
home and school life, human oharacters, pets, romantic love, 
sent1ment and mystery.2 
Hockett's stUdy of pupils from grades three to seven 
found younger children expressing interest in a great variety 
of top1os and older children shoY1ng more discrimination in 
their choioe of reading material. By nine or ten years, sex 
differences begin to appear. G1rls read boys' books more 
than boys read girls' books. He also noted that some sort 
Based o:R~b;r~ti~~~:1~~o~i;~r;~i~e:e~~;:!1~~:I;:t(New 
Yor : Bureau 0 Pu 1cat1ons, Teachers Co lege, Co umbla 
University, 1941). 
2George W. Norvell, The Read1ng Interests of Young 




of	 peak is reached around twelve or thirteen years of age. 
Similarly, in their study or reading interests of 
adolesoents, Smith and Eno found that boys' favorite 
stories involved action: sea stories, adventure. Simple 
sports and animal stories declined in interest appeal 
throughout junior and senior high school. The persistent 
interest area for girls was romance; mystery, comedy, 
career stories followed. As girls grew older, interest 
in mystery declined as interest in adventure increased. 2 
A summary ot reading interests oompiled by Robinson 
indicated that: 
1) Group interests begin to be different for boys and 
girls at the middle grades level and continues to 
adult life; 
2) Adolescent boys prefer oomics, m7ster1es and books 
about sports and recreational activities; 
3) Adolescent girls turn toward romance and stories of 
teenage problems and begin to read adult books; 
4) Science 1s a persistent favorite, particularly of 
boys; 
5)	 Interests ot retarded readers are similar to those 
of their age-mates. 2 
Other studies also point to the fact that a Wide 
divergence of interest exists between boys and girls in 
their ohoice of books. Vaughn, in his stUdy of the read­
ing interests of eighth-grade students, found a marked con­
1John A. Hockett, "Reading Interests," Children's 
Interests, Twelfth Yearbook, Part IV (Oalifornia Elementary 
Prinoipals' Assooiation, 1940), pp. 89-100. 
2Smith and Eno, o~. cit., pp. 343-345. 
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trast in the general preferences ot boys and girls. Boys 
chose books related to mystery and science; girls preferred 
stories of home and school and love interest. Both boys 
and girls prefer history and biography to many other in­
terest choices, although boys rated these categories slightly 
higher than did girls. 1 Expanding these same areas, Rudman 
enumerates among boys' choices such topios as astronomy, 
geology, physical geography, spaoe travel, jets and rockets, 
boats and general sports. He notes that girls want to read 
about animals, literature, mythology, mystery, teenagers 
and children, famous people, boy-girl relations and school. 2 
Both McOarty3 and Anderson4 in two separate studies 
ot the interests of boys and girls found fiction to be the 
major interest of the entire group. Both studies noted that 
adventure stories hold the greatest interest for boys, while 
general fiction ranks highest tor girls. It was found that 
girls exceeded boys in the total quantity of reading done, 
but that boys read oonsiderably more non-fiction than girls. 
Other studies, such as the one carried out by Wolfson, 
also noted that boys express interest in more oategories 
1B• I. Vaughn, "Reading Interests of Eighth-Grade
Students,tt Journal of Developmental Read1n6, IV (Spring,
1963), pp. 149-155. 
2Rudman, OR. cit., pp. 502-512. 
3Mcoarty, op. cit., pp. 90-96. 
4Anderson, Ope cit., pp. 258-267. 
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than do girls. 1 However, none of these oategories appeal 
exolusively to either girls or boys, but rather seem to 
overlap.
 
Mental ability and read1ns achievement
 
General reading ability has also been examined in 
its relationship to reading interests and children's 
choices of books. A number of studies report that dull 
children like books a little more mature in theme than young­
2 er ohildren of the same mental age. Sizemore notes that 
good and poor readers select similar titles and the same 
interest topios. Expressing the same view, Spache states 
that, "actual tl tles chosen bY' bright, average and dull 
ohildren of the same age do not differ a great deal."3 
In regard to bright children, Thorndike found that 
their interests are most like those of a group of mentally 
slower children who are two or three years older than they 
4are. 
In general, most studies report that the students' 
choices of reading interest areas do not oorrelate as highly 
with the reading ability of the readers as with their age 
and sex. 
1Bern1ce J. Wolfson, "What Do Children Say Their 
Reading Interests Are?" Reading Teaoher, XIV (November, 
1960), pp. 81-82, 111. 
2Tinker and MoOullough, OR. cit., p. 394. 
3George D. Spaohe, Ph. D., Good Readin~ for Poor 
Readers (Rev. Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Pu 11shlng 00., 
196~', 'pp. 1-2. 
4Thorndike, OR. oit•• 
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Readability and Reading Interests 
ttWhen a pupil has a variety of books from which 
to choose, the look or feel of a book and the impression 
of easy readability may be a deciding factor. ttl Harris is 
of the opinion that few people, whether children or adults, 
enjoy reading a book that taxes their Skill. 2 Other authors 
feel that great interest in the material being read may enable 
the reader to enjoy more dlff1cult- reading matter. Spache, 
for example, found tha;~when interest 1s high, children read 
above their own measured reading levels. 3 
Informal Methods of Estimating Readability 
Harris suggests various methodS' which the ordinary 
classroom teacher may employ in estimating the difficulty 
of reading materials. He notes that a classroom teacher 
who has had exper1enoe in several grades can usually form 
a rough estimate of the diffioulty of a book by reading it 
through and studying a few of the pages carefully_ He then 
oan oheck his personal impression by consulting published 
studies of the difficulty of books Whenever such lists 
are aval1able. 4 
In choosing a book for an individual child, the 
teaoher can estimate its difficulty by having the child read 
a few sample selections trom the book and tell whioh words he 
1Spache, Ope 01 t. , p. 3. 
2Harrls, °E· cit., p. 475.
 
3Spaohe, Ope cit., p. 3.
 
4Harr1s, op. el t., pp. 475-476.
 




does not know. Harris suggests that a book intended to pro­
vide practioe in fluent reading of easy material should 
not have an average of more than two or three words in a 
hundred running words that are unknown to the child. Work­
type material may be satisfaotory if not more than five out 
of one hundred running words are unfamiliar.' 
The Use of For~ulae in Determining Readab11itl 
In addition to informal evaluations of reading matter, 
formulae for determining readability have been utilized. 
Spache be~leves that formu~ae definitely do refleot read­
ability as well as we are able to measure it. 2 Others hold 
the opinion that these formulae are inadequate measures of 
readability and question their ability to make a definite 
statement about the sui tab111 ty of a particular p',leoe of read­
ing matter tor a specific level of read1ng ability. Ohall, 
for example, contends that it is even more questionable 
whether the grade placement indexes of the various formulae 
can be used to make a defin1te statement about the sUitability 
of a book for a partioular school grade. She further notes 
that beoause of the wide range in reading ability Within 
one olass, any book selected for the average reading ability 
of the class will almost invariably be too difficult for 
the children at the lower end of the scale. In addition, not 
all classes in the same grade average the same reading level. 
1Harr1s, op_ clt., p. 476.
 







The average scores of some classes mal be lower than the 
national norms, and henoe, they will need books lower 1n 
dlftloulty. 1 
Certain literary elements and faotors in readability 
usually cannot be measured by formulae. Among these, Spaohe 
lists t'conceptual diffioulties oaused by varied contextual 
meanings of words, idiomatic expressions or the ratio of 
abstraot and concrete terms." Seoondly, he states, "The 
formulae do not evaluate the organizational character of 
materials, the manner of presentation or the degree of 
explanatlon.,,2 
Nevertheless, many authors agree that formulae can 
and have been useful in estimating the approximate suit ­
ability of a book tor a particular grade level of reading 
ability. Spache has noted that the formulae are not intended 
to supplant any use of judgment, experienoe or knOWledge or 
reading interests and habits, but rather to complement these 
more ancient methods of estimating reading difficulty. Fur­
ther explaining the utility of formulae, Spaohe enumerates 
these distinot values of learning the methods of caloulat1ng 
readability and applying them: 
1) when finer discrimination of the probable reading
difficulty of materials 1s sought-partioularly in 
providing materials for young children and poor readers; 
1Jeanne S. Ohall, Readabl11ti: An AREraisal ot Researoh 
and Applioation, No. 34 (Bureau ofduoatlonal Research 
Monography, Ohio State University, 1958). 




2)	 when the teacher 1s doubtful about the accuracy of 
the publisher's grade level designation, or if the 
texts seem inappropriate tor the students. 1 
Many formulae have been devised which measure various aspeots 
related to reading d1fficulty. Of those which have been 
developed to judge the readability of books, Harris believes 
the Dale-Chall formula is in highest favor for middle and 
upper grades. At the primary levels, he feels that the most 
practical formulae are those devised by Spache and Wheeler. 2 
In general, authors agree that the difficulty of 
material may be an important faotor in the students' choioe 
of reading. Both informal methods and the application of 
formulae have proved to be useful in estimating readability. 
Pupil's Choices of Books 
In addition to easy readability, other factors may 
influence the pupil's choices of reading matter. "Acoes­
sibility and availability have a marked influence on children's 
cho1ces. n3 Russell notes that the reoognition ot this in­
fluence has provided impetus in the bUilding up of librar­
ies within the schools and near the homes of students, 8inoe 
the use of a publio library by a child 1s directly related 
to the distance of the library from his home and school. 4 
1Ib1d., pp. 27-28.
 
2HarriS, 0p. cit., pp. 476-477.
 
3D. H. Russell, "Reading Preferences of Youn~er
 
Adolescents in Saskatchewan," English Journal, XXX ('1941~, 
p.	 132. 
4xbid., pp. 131-136. 




In reviewing researoh dealing with the pupils' choioes of 
books, Tinker and McOullough report that the majority ot 
these studies reveal that the children's free reading is 
influenced by the school ourriculum, and that ohildren will 
read what is accessible to them. 1 Conversely, ohildren's 
interests then constitute an important source of motivation 
tor sohool learning. 
Harris feels that the students~ preferences are 
"influenced markedlyff by teaoher-attitudes, further noting 
that a olass generally displays a liking for books for which 
teachers show the most enthusiasm. The opinions of class­
mates and members of the students' families also influenoes 
their ohoice of reading matter. 2 
Many writers have attempted to state what is an in­
teresting story for ohildren. Most agree that it must be 
written about a definite idea or theme, that something must 
happen, and that there must be some revelation about char~ 
aoter of life itself. Irvine summarized that ohildren 
like a story w1th: 
(1) a quick beginning, (2) a definite ending, (3) plenty
of action between. (4) at least one situation with whioh 
they are familiar, (5) a character their own age or a 
little older, so that they can identify with him, and 
(6) an ethical sympath~tl0 and realist1c treatment 
of the subjeot matter. 5 
1T1nker and McOullough, OR. oit., p. 396. 
2Harris, OR. cit., p. 471. 
3Emily G. Irvine, "The Oontent and Selection and Use 
of Children's Llterature, ,t !rooeed1n s of E th Annual 
Oonference on Reading, (University or P ttsburgh, 1952 , 
pp. 136-140. 
~... -:'.... . 
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Most children will leaf through a book to get some 
impression of its oontent, and perhaps its difficulty, be­
fore borrowing i t trom the 11brary• Rankin found tha t 
children from twelve to fourteen years old reported that they 
were .ost influenced by the theme of the book, the format, 
a sampling of the text, the recommendations of other per­
sons, previous knowledge of a book or author, and the style 
ot writing -- in that order. 1 This list does not include 
the difficulty of the book. 
In summary, reading interests are affeoted by the 
cultural environment, and accordingly, the results of 
studies reflect the influence of the home environment and 
school curriculum. Children's book choices seem to be re­
lated to the accessibility of materials, to the oontent of 
the books, and to their difficulty. Reading preferences 
may also be related to the format of the books as this for­
mat suggests the content and difficulty of the materials. 
The survey of literature indioates the effort whioh has been 
made to disoover the reading interests of students in order 
to provide them with suitable mater1al. 
Summi!,rl 
Many methods have been employed in the appraisal 
of the reading interests of young people. The questionnaire 
supplemented by personal interviews and observation has been 
considered effective in determining these interests. 
1Rankin, op. cit., pp. 136-138. 
-.... ~: . ~. 
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Research studies show that various factors influence 
reading interests and pupils' choices of partioular book 
titles. Among these are chronological age, sex, mental age 
and reading achievement. Various studies report significant 
changes in the interests of boys and girls as they mature, 
and suggest that sex is the most significant faotor in­
fluencing the student's preferenoes for particular types of 
reading materials. Adolescent boys seem to prefer myster1es 
and books about sports and recreational activities, while girls 
turn to romance and stories of teenage problems. 
From studies made of the interests of retarded readers, 
it was noted that their interests are similar to those of 
able readers of their age and do not usually differ"./, from those 
of other ohildren. A number of studies report that slower 
children choose books a little more mature in theme than do 
younger ohildren of the same mental age. Materials then, 
must be sought which satisfy both the interest level and 
the reading ability of the students. 
Various authors agree that the readability of materials 
may be a deciding factor in a pupil's ohoioe of books. The 
difficulty of the, material can be estimated informally by 
examining the vocabulary, format and style of books. Re­
searchers believe that formulae for determining the readability 
level of materials can be helpful in the evaluation of sult~ 
able books, even though these formulae are somewhat limited 
in their measurement of oertain aspeots of readabl11~. Of 
the many formulae whioh have been developed, those intro­
duced by Dale-ahall and Spache are oonsidered to be in 
highest favor. 
Specialists feel that the availability and acces­
sab111ty of reading matter have a marked influence on 
pupils' choices of books. Research also indicates that 
children's free reading is influenoed by the school curr1cu~ 
lum, teacher-attitudes and home environment. 
Most writers agree that children choose books with 
a definite theme, interesting characters and quiok aotion. 
Since the theme, or interest area of books appears to be 
the most decisive factor in the students' ohoices, the need 
tor providing young people with readable and attractive 
materials dealing with these areaS 1s apparentiy a oonoern 
of all educators and librarians. 
,' . 
• '1" 




Population of the Study 
One hundred eight students, fifty-six boys and flfty­
two girls, formed the population of the stUdy. All were 
enrolled in the eighth grade in an elementary parochial 
school during the 1965-1966 sohool term. The chronological 
ages of these pupils ranged from twelve to fourteen years 
at the beginning of the first semester. The socio-eoonomic 
status of the surburban area in which the students resided 
could be described as average. 
In order to determine the reading level of the 
stUdents, the California Aohievement Test (Junior High School 
Level), Form W, was administered in early fall. Grade place­
ments were based on the 1963 norms which extend from grades 
3.0 to 13.0. The test yielded grade placements and per­
centiles for comprehension, vocabulary and total reading. 
It was found, as illustrated in Table 1 , that the reading 
levels of the one hundred eight SUbjects ranged from grades 
12.3 to 5. 5. Thirteen students were found to be reading be­
low the grade level of 8.2, the average placement. Only one 
student showed a reading grade placement below 7.1 on the 
total reading scale. Acoording to the departmentalized 
28 
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system of the junior high section of the school, the pupils 
were divided into three classes of thirty-four, thlrty~slx, 
and thirty-eight pupils respeotively. Forty-five minutes 
of reading instruction on each day was provided for each 
group in a regular developmental reading class. Approx~ 
1mately eighteen of these class periods were used for the 
study during the sohool year. 
Determining Reading Interests 
A reading interest inventory was oonstructed to deter­
mine the five areas of greatest interest to the subjeots in­
volved in the study in the following manner: 
A table was formulated illustrating areas of interest 
for junior high sohool students which were mentioned in the 
writings of eleven noted authors in the reading field. The 
list was then limited to the nine categories Which were men­
tioned most frequently. As represented in Table 2, these 
areas appeared most trequently,among interests disoussed: 
biography; home and school life; adventure; science; romantic 
fiction; animals; mystery; history. These formed the basis 
of the inventory which oonsisted of four main parts. 
In the first seotion, the nine general categories of 
interests were listed, and the students were asked to mark 
the kinds of stories which they enjoyed reading. A space was 
provided in 'art I so that pup11~lnterests not represented 
on the questionnaire could be inserted by the students. 
From annotated book lists, titles were chosen to re­
present the nine areas of interest. Four groups of titles 
TA.BIB 2
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with annotations were drawn up so that eaoh group of nine 
titles represented each of the nine areas which were most 
frequentl1 mentioned in the review of literature. In eaoh 
of the four groups, students were to mark the books which 
they would like to read. Books were coded acoording to the 
areas of interest to which they belonged. For example, 
"Biographies" numbered 1, 2, 9, and 6 in the respective 
four groups of annotated titles. The books belonging to 
a particular category were not placed in the same position 
in any group of nine titles, and each of the principal cate.. 
gor1es was afforded the same number of titles in the in­
ventory. All titles used were those ot published books and 
were ohosen because they clearly evidenoed the area of in­
terest which they were to represent. For example, the title, 
Right-End Option and its aocompanying annotation distinctly 
marked it as representative of the interest area of "Sports". 
For more speoifio results, a third seotion was in­
cluded in which the students were asked to choose from the 
listed titles three books which they would like to receive as 
gifts. A mark was placed before t~e1r first choice from 
these three. 
Personal reactions of the students were provided for 
in the final division of the inventory whioh required the 
pupils to choose one title trom those Which were listed and 
to state briefly the reason why it probably would be lnterest~ 
1ng. They then were to ohoose one book title and explain why 
this story probably would not be 1nteresting. This was 1n­
" ...... t· 
'. 
::: .. ' 
", 
tended to provide a deeper insight into the interests of 
the students. 
In order to faoilitate the determination of d1ffer­
ences in interest between boys and girls in the group, the 
inventories were then duplicated on paper of two colors and 
given to the students in September, 1965. In filling out 
the inventory, the participants in the stud7 were asked to 
be very frank and honest in marking their interests. Be­
sides oonsidering the nine areas of interest included in the 
inventory, they were also inv1 ted to add tfwr1te-1ns" of cate­
gorles of interest not listed. Comments regarding books 
which they would and would not be interested in reading were 
also encouraged. 
Tabulatin6 Results of the Interest Inventorr 
In tabulating the results of the inventory, a po1nt­
system was utilized in which points were awarded to each of 
the nine areas of interest as they were marked by the 
students. In eaoh of the four groups of title listings, a 
po1nt was given to the interest area which the title re­
presented. This same prooedure was used in tallying the 
score for the third seotion of the inventory, using the titles 
of books ohosen as gifts to represent the partiCUlar in­
terest area under which it had been ooded. An addit10nal 
point was added to the interest area under which the book 
listed by the student as "first choice"· had been classified. 
Tabulation of the results of choioes of boys and girls was 
made separately and then combined to determine the most 
frequent choices ot the total group. 
11gure1 illustrates the areas of greatest interest 
tor boys, girls and total population. It was originally 
intended that the study would be limited to the five most 
prominent interest areas for the total group whioh were 
found to be in the following order: Mystery; Adventure; 
History; Biography; llBmance. Because a sixth area, USportstt, 
was rated so near the fifth, the writer deoided to include 
this sixth area in the study. 
Using the total points accumulated by eaoh of the 
areas of interest, comparisons were made between the read­
1ng interests of boys and girls and of students of greater 
and lower reading abilities. Units of books trom the six 
interest areas were collected and presented to the pup1ls 
for evaluation of their attraot1veness. 
Seleotion of Books 
After the six areas of greatest interest to the 
pupils had been determined through their responses to the 
1nterest inventory, books ot varied diffioulty based upon 
these interests were selected. Books ranging from third 
to tenth grade in levels of difficulty were to be included 
in eaoh of the six units in order to determine the avail.. 
ability of books of varied difficulty in the most prominent 
areas of interest. A oompar1son was made between the read­
1ng ability of the pupils and the reading level of the books 
which they might rate as attraotive or interesting. Two 
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three to ten--were to comprise each of sixteen books. 
Because the availability of books was to be oon­
sidered from the viewpoint of the eighth-grade reader, the 
writer decided to use only books which were available to 
the pupils through the sChool library and public ~brarles 
in the local area. The selection of books was guided by 
looal librarians who were familiar With good authors of 
children's books. Whenever they were available in the lib­
raries mentioned, books of high-1nterest but low~d1ffioulty 
were chosen for the lower range of the units Which extended 
below the present eighth-grade placement ot the students par­
tioipating in the stUdy. Effort was made to procure books 
for each of the six interest-units which were equally at­
tractive in format, and Which would appeal to both boys 
and girls. This latter objeotive was more easily attained 
When· dealing With the categories of mystery, adventure, 
history and biography than with those of sports and romanoe. 
Evaluations of Books 
Determining reaqab111tl 
Eaoh of the six units of books representing the six 
most prominent areas of pupil-interest was evaluated sep­
arately, beginning With the category, Umysterytt. After 
books had been selected in an estimated range of diffioulty, 
readability formulae were employed in order to rate more 
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plete the unit. The Dale-Chall Readability Formula1 was 
used to determine the reading level of books whose es­
timated range was from grades four to ten. The Spache 
Formula2 was applied to books which ranged below grade 
four in order to include those written on third grade read­
ing level in each of the six units. In some oases, both 
formulae were used. When calculating the readability, 
five samplings noting average sentence length and the per­
oentage of diffioult words were taken trom equally spaoed 
sections of the book. The readability for the majority of 
the books was computed by the writer and checked by com­
petent persons. To insure greater acouracy, the calculations 
were then spot-checked. In addition to the use of readability 
formulae, the grade level of oontent was based on personal 
evaluations of six reading teaohers with five to ten years 
teaching experience. Three of these were working at the 
junior high school level, one in the intermediate grades, 
and two at the pr1mary·:i... le·vel. Besides vooabulary and average 
sentence length, they also considered sentenoe structure, 
sophistication of plot and organization of the material 
whioh they examined. Approximately twenty-six to thirty 
books in each interest area were evaluated in order to pro­
lEdgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall, tfA Formula for 
Predicting Readab111ty, If Educational Researoh Bulletin, 
XXV!I (January, 1948), pp. 11-20. 
2George Spache, "A New Readability Formula for 
Pr1ma:r;y-Grade Reading }rIater1als , ff Elementau Schaol Journal, 
'LIII (March, 1953), pp. 410-413. 
:. . .~ ... 
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cure two books for each of the eight reading levels, three 
through ten. A grade placement was then assigned to eaoh 
book. For example, in the unit of adventure stories, the 
title, Call It Courage by Armstrong Sperry was accorded 
an eighth-grade readability placement. In the selection 
of books for the interest category of romance stories, it 
was found that books written on the readability levels 
three, four, nine and ten were not available. Although the 
plots and characters of these books seemed suited to junior 
high school girls, vocabulary, sentence length and structure 
indicated a lower readability. Information obtained from 
librarians further evidenced a lack of stories dealing with 
romance written in the lower and higher readability ranges. 
High-interest, low-difficulty books in this interest area 
were not usually available to the libraries from publishing 
companies. Readability samplings taken from books obtained 
from the t1young adult tf section of the library also yielded 
ratings of fifth or sixth grade. In order that each unit 
of books in a particular interest area uniformly contain 
sixteen books, it was decided that for the unit containing 
romance stories, the sixteen books comprising the unit be 
made up of four books for each of the four grade levels 
five, six, seven and eight. 
Ratings derived from application of the readability 
formulae and personal evaluations were then compared with 
those assigned to the books by publishers whenever this In­
'formation was available. 
~ : •• t 
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Student evaluation of attractiveness 
Since the purpose of the study was to determine not 
only the availability but also the attractiveness of read­
able and interesting books, each unit was submitted sep­
arately to the students for examination during their reading 
classes. Units were evaluated in the order in which their 
interest areas were rated by the students: (1) Mystery; 
(2) Adventure; (3) History; (4) Biography; (5) Romance; 
(6) Sports. In examining the books pupils were to note the 
table of contents for a general understanding of the story 
and to spot-read random sections throughout the text. This 
would enable them to note the type of vocabulary and senten~e 
structure used by the author. They were then asked to rate 
the books as tt very interesting"', ttfairly interest1ng tt or 
"dull tf , and to note whether or not they would be interested 
in reading the book. Books were available for evaluation in 
the classroom for a period of approximately one week per 
unit. During this time, students examined the books for 
their attractiveness, keeping an individual record sheet for 
each of the units. In this way, it could be certain that 
every child had an opportunity to make a .judgment about every 
book. Approximately one unit of books dealing with a par­
ticular interest area was examined during each of the months 
from December, 1965 through May, 1966. 
To clarify the criteria used by the pupils in their
 
personal evaluations of the attractiveness of the books
 
examined, twenty-three students of the one hundred eight
 
,0... 
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used in the study were interviewed. Twenty-two students 
of	 the sampling represented every fifth placement in the 
results of the total reading grades received from the 
California Achievement Test for Reading. The student re­
eeiYlng the lowest placement--the only one below 7.1--was 
also interviewed. The following four questions formed ~he 
basis of the interviews: 
1)	 vlhat attractive features did you find in the 
books which you marked "very interesting"? 
2)	 What did you find unappealing in the books 
which you did not choose to read? 
3) How did you go about examining each book? 
4) How do you go about choosing books to read from 
library shelves? 
Interviews were held in May, 1966, during the class 
periods in which the students were to examine the last of 
the six units of books, the one containing sports stories. 
The writer scheduled a personal interview with each of the 
twenty-three sUbjects, twelve boys and eleven girls, and 
recorded their responses and comments in writing as they 
were offered. 
Reading Ability and Choice of Books 
After the students had evaluated each of the books 
in	 the six areas of greatest interest according to their 
attractiveness, a comparison was made between the reading 
grade placement of each student and the grade level of each 
book chosen. A chart was constructed indicating those books 
for which each pupil had indicated a positive response to 
the statement, ttl would like to 
l 





also noted whether these books were rated uvery interesting"
 
or '!;f'a1rly interesting". Books which were not chosen as
 
those which the student wished to read or which were marked
 
tfdull" were not included in the chart. Tallies marking the
 
respective grade level of books chosen were placed opposite
 
the reading grade placement of each individual who found
 
these books attractive and interesting.
 
Two methods were employed to determine whether or 
not a relationship existed between the reading grade place­
ment of the pupils and the reading levels of the books whioh 
they rated as being attractive. A soattergram was first set 
up in order to note any evident tendency for the grade place­
ment of pupils and the grade levels of the books examined 
to rise and fall simultaneously. Signs of cluster on the 
scattergram might suggest a positive relationship between 
these two factors. Secondly, the oorrelation coefficient 
was determined between the two variables mentioned, oons1d­
erlng the reading ability of the student in comparison to 
the grade level of the books which he chose to read. The 
procedure was repeated both for books marked ':'very interest1ng tt 
and "fairly 1nterestlng f'f considering the possibility that 
these two ratings might correlate differently With student 
reading levels. Each category of reading interests was 
charted separately for boys and girls both in oonstructing 
the scattergram and in computing the correlation coefficient. 
A total correlation was then solved for eaoh of the six In­





glrls. 1 This was done on the assumption that interest 
differences between sexes would more greatly influence 
the students in their choices of attractive books than 
would the grade levels of the books themselves. 
Summary 
The study was made for the purpose of determining 
the availability of free reading materials suited to the 
interests and reading abilities of eighth-grade students. 
The six principal areas of reading interests to these pupils 
were discovered through the- construction and administration 
of a reading interest inventory. Units of books oomposed 
of sixteen books for each area, ranging from third to tenth 
grade readability, were colleo~ed and presented to the 
students for examination of their attractiveness. It was 
hoped that the pupils' responses would yield significant 
information concerning the interests of the adolescent read~ 
er and the relationship of interest to pupils' choice of 
books. 
1John W. Best, Research in Education (Englewood 




INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
Restatement or the Problem 
The present study was undertaken to examine the
 
availability and attraotiveness of books of varied diffi ­

culty in the most prominent areas of interest to eighth­





1) What are the areas of interest to eighth-grade 
pupils? 
2) Whioh areas are the most common? 
3) Is there a difference between the interests of 
boys and girls? 
4)	 Are there books in the "most common interest areas 
in a range of difficulty from third to tenth 
grade? 
5)	 Are these books readable according to formula; 
are they attraotive according to pupil-rating? 
6)	 Does pupil-evaluation reflect a similarity between 
the reading level of the pupils and the difficulty
of the books? 
~roup Characteristios and Source of Data 
One hundred eight eighth-grade students, whose
 
chronological ages ranged from twelve to fourteen years,
 
participated in the study. The group was comprised of
 
fifty-six boys and fifty-two girls. The distribution of
 
." ~' Of •• 
'.' 
reading aohievement on the Oalifornia Achievement Test, 
Junior High School Level, extended from grade placements of 
12.3 to 5.5 with thirteen students placing below the average 
grade level of 8.2 in reading ability. The group was of 
average soclo-economlc status. 
Data used in the study were obtained from the follow­
ing sources: (1) pupil-responses to an interest inventory; 
(2) results of the applioation of readability formulae; 
(3) pupil-evaluations of books used in the· study; (4) per­
sonal interviews with students. Interpretation of these 
data was based on the specific objectives of the study which 
were noted in the statement of the problem and includes a 
summary ot: (1) the most prominent areas of reading interest, 
that ls, the six specifio interest areas Which were rated 
most highly on the interest inventory; (2) the differenoes 
in the reading interests of boys and girls; (3) the seleotion 
of books based on student interests and readability ratings; 
(4) pupil-evaluation of the attractiveness of these books; 
(5) a comparison of the readability level of the books ohosen 
to be read and the reading ability of the students. 
Most Prominent Areas of Interest 
Results of the reading interest inventory1 which was 
administered to the students partioipating in the study 
revealed that for the entire group, mystery stories con­
1See Appendix, p. 
J~' • 
.. ':~.. "t'. 
: ? ........: .
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st1tuted the area of greatest interest. Next followed the 
categories: adventure, history, biography, romanoe and 
sports. 1 The ranking of the five most prominent areas of 
reading interest tor boys and girls partioipating in the 
study is illustrated in Table 3- below. 
TABLE 3· 
MOST PROMINENT AREAS OF INTEREST 
BOYS GIRLS 
1. Sports 1. Romanoe 
2. Adventure 2. Mystery
3. History 3. Biography 
4. Mystery 4. Adventure 
5. Science and Nature 5. Home and School 
In addition to the areas listed in the inventory, 
students also expressed interest in the following cate­
gor1es: humor, science fiotion, myths, careers, war and 
sailing, although these did not rank as highly as did the 
areas noted in the above table. 
Inte.rest Differences of Boys and Girls 
Comments inserted by the students when completing 
part four of the interest inventory indicate that their 
aoceptance or rejection of many book titles depends largely 
upon the fact that certain stories would seem to appeal ex­
clusively to boys or to girls. A typical comment recorded 
by a girl oonoerning the title, The B1S Road, was, fir think 
more boys than girls would enjoy adventure stories. I 





wouldn't read it because I'm not a boy.ff A boy, on the 
other hand, remarked, "I would not be interested in this 
story, (A Date for Diane) t b'ecause I am not a girl, and I 
do not like love stories." 
Stories of sports, history, and science and nature 
ranked among the boys' highest reading interest areas, 
while they did not achieve a high interest placement among 
the girls. Similarly, girls chose stories of romance, 
biography and home and school as highly interesting, while 
the boys did not choose titles related to these oategories. 
Interest in other areas, such as mystery and adventure, 
was expressed by both girls and boys. 
Seleotion of Books Based on Student ~nterests 
and Readability Ratln6s 
In colleoting units of books for the six areas of 
highest interest to the students, it was found that stories 
dealing with mystery, adventure, history, biography and 
sports were available to pupils in a range of difficulty 
from third through tenth grade. Stories of romance, however, 
although suited to junior high school and senior high school 
girls, did not exceed a readability placement of sixth grade 
according to the formulae applled. 1 Considering the lower 
extreme of reading grade placements, librarians noted that 
books of high-interest but low-difficulty are not usually 
requested of publishers by the public libraries tor this 
interest area. 
1See AppendiX, p. 
\ ".; 





Units of books for each interest area were oompiled 
through formulae and teacher-evaluation as described in 
Chapter III of this study. Grade level ratings for books 
used in the study were also located in an index to the 
publishers' trade list annual when these were listed. 1 It 
was found that grade listings which were not entered in this 
index for particular titles were also omitted in the 
Children's Catalogue2 and in the Junior High School Library 
Catalosue. 3 
For the nlnty-six books comprising the six interest 
area units, readability levels derived from formulae and 
teacher-evaluation matched those found listed in the above 
references in fifty~flve cases, while ten differed. Th1rty­
six of the books used in the study were not listed. Grade 
level ratings which were designated for books found in pub­
lishers' indexes appeared to be too broad to be an accurate 
gUide in the selection of books for a partioular level. 
For example~ the sports stories, No Head for Soccer, and 
The Coach Nobody Liked, were listed as suitable tor grades 
seven through eleven, extending from lower junior high school 
through upper senior high school. 
1Sarah L. Brakken (ed.), Books in Print (New York: 
R. R. Bowker 00., 1965). 
2Dorothy Herbert West and Rachel Shar (ad.), Children's 
CatalosuM (10th ed.) (New York: R. W. Wilson Co., 19~rJ. 
3Rachel Shor and Estelle A. Fidel (ed.), Junior Hi~ 
Sohool Library Catalogue (New York: H. W. 'Wilson Co., 196 • 
,-, ' 
The majority of books tor the unit tfromanoe" were 
not listed in the publishers' index. Those that were 
listed were rated appropriate for levels above the grade 
level of mechanics found by applioation of formulae. In 
the case of the story, Season to Love, the grade level 
of meohanics, that 1s, vooabulary and sentence length, 
was fo~d to be fifth to sixth grade, while the publishers' 
listing was seventh to eleventh grade because of the in­
terest level. Books for this area, which were found in 
the "young adult" sections of the libraries, were rated 
fifth to sixth grade by formulae. 
Other books, such as the biography, Ride on the Wind, 
received a publishers' rating of first to fourth grade, that 
1s, over the wide range from beginning reading to the inter­
mediate grade level. It appears the publishers' ratings 
were based primarily on interest rather than readability. 
Pupil R~t1ng of Attractiveness of Books 
After examining the books in each interest unit, 
the students rated them U1nterest1ng'-' or t"fdull ft and stated 
whether or not they would choose to read them. The follow­
ing table summarizes pupil-opinion in regard to books con­




PER CENT OF BOOKS RATED tfINTERESTINGt1 BY BOYS AND GIRLS 
Interest Area Boys Girls 
j: 
Mystery 48 58 
Adventure 49 50 
History 50 52 
Biography 53 51 
Romance 28 70 
Sports 64 41 
In the two common areas of interest for boys and 
girls whioh appeared in the list of the f1ve most prominent,1 
mystery and adventure, girls chose a slightly h1gher per­
centage of books in four of the six areas listed, the ex­
oeption being the areas of sports and biography. Although 
the books whioh oomprised each unit ranged trom third to 
tenth grade levels of d1ffloul~, a substantial peroentage 
of books was chosen in eaoh interest area. !bis maT in­
dicate that the theme or topic of the books influenced the 
stUdents' choices, even When the difficulty of the books 
may not have matched their reading ability. 
Exoept when considering books dealing with sports 
and romance, boys and girls appeared to have rated a com~ 
parat1ve percentage of books in each area as "interesting". 
The categories of romance and sports reoeived a converse 





rating by boys and girls. 
Personal interviews of twenty-two of the students 
who participated in the study further revealed the cri­
teria which influenced their evaluations of the attraotive­
ness of the books examined. Among the attractive features 
most commonly mentioned by the students interviewed were 
the following: 
1) the author's interesting strle of writing 
2) the impression of easy yet ohallenging readability 
3) an interesting type or olassifioation of story 
or plot 
4) colorful characters' to whom the students could 
relate 
5) appealing cover designs and illustrations 
6) interesting dialogue 
!he students oited the following unappealing features 
of the books which they d1d not choose to read: 
1) an uninteresting type or book or top10 
2) writing which reflects a readab1lity level below 
the students' own reading ability 
3) type whioh is too small or too large 
4) an uninteresting plot 
5) too many or too few illustrations 
6) an impression of readability tDai is excess1vely
difficult 
Oomparison of the Readability Level ot Books Chosen and 
the Reading Ability ot the Students 
In comparing the reading grade placement of each 








to be read, it was noted whether or not the students tended 
to choose books whioh sUited their reading ability. The 
scattergrams which were constructed to oompare these two 
factors reveal~d no pos1 t1ve relat1onshi-p between them. 
Likewise, no signifioant correlation between the readability 
levels ot the books rated t'linterestlng't and the grade place­
ments of the students Who chose them was found in calculat­
ing the correlation coefficient. As noted 1n Table 5 in 
some areas, suoh as the boys' total rating of mystery 
stories (-.009), and the girls' total rating of sports 
stories (-.056), negative correlation was foun.d, and in 
all cases, except in the boys' rating ot history stories 
(+.853), no indication of a relationship between reading 
ability and choices of books was evidenced. It might be 
assumed that the seemingly higher relationship between . 
these two faotors shown in the choioes made by boys in the 
area of history 1s accidental, since this is the sole area 
for which such a result was noted. 
In the case of the interest area tfromanoe," the oor­
relat1~n ooefficient oalculated for boys (+.071), and girls 
(+.068), was similar, since boys generally rejeoted titles 
in this area, regardless of the grade levels of the books, 
and g1~ls ranked them interesting, despite their particular 
reading ability rating. 
The ratings "very interesting" and "fa.irly interesting" 
tailed to lead the students to a finer discr1mination in the 
choice of. books which would match their read1ng ability_ 
."~ .... 




As illustrated in Table 5, neither of these ratings cor­
related signifioantly with the students' reading grade 
placements. Also indioated is the fact that boys and girls 
alike tended to choose books at their interest level rather 
than at their ability level. 
TABLE 5
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Mystery -.154 -.001 -.009 .170 .174 .049 
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.••164Ad~enture .065 -.043 .017 .136 .028 
Biograp~ -.;02 -.094 .388 .074 .140 .098 
History .016 .766 .853 .541 .359 .457 




Sports .412 .024 .278 -.021 -.079 -.056 
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Generally, reading matter which suited the students' 
reading ability in a range of difficulty from the third to 
the tenth grade reading levels was available to the students 
partio1pating in the study. The one exception to this was 
in the case of romanoe stories whioh ranked highly interest­
ing to eighth grade girls. Books in this interest area for 
the upper and lower extremes in read1ng diffioulty levels, 
that 1s, levels three through four and nine through twelve. 
could not easily be prooured. 
Publishers' ratings of books were often found to be 
too bro~d to provide aid in the selection of books for a 
partioular grade level. For the majority of books examined, 
readability ratings der1ved from formulae and teaoher-eval­
uation fell within the range of grade levels listed by 
publishers. 
In ohoosing books to read and in rating their at­
traotiveness, the students tended to oonsider the interest 
area of the material rather than the difficulty level of 
the books. No significant correlation was found between the 
reading grade placements of the students and the readability 
ratings of the books which they considered t'interesting't. 
This 1s true for both boys' and girls' choices. 
The pupils desoribed interest1ng books as those with 
a clever style of writing, colorful characters, appealing 
format, suitable readability. and those whioh dealt w1th 
an area ot interest to them. 
< .. ,< ' 
: : ... ~ 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summarl 
The purpose ot this study was to determine the 
availability of readable and interesting books in areas 
of greatest interest to eighth grade pupils. Books in 
these interest areas were rated on the basis of read­
ability and attraotiveness aooording to formulae, teacher­
evaluation and pupil choice. Inoluded in Chapter I of the 
study were the statement of the problem and questions 
which formed the objeotives of the researoh which was to 
be conduoted. Justifications and limitat10ns of the study 
were presented and for greater olarity, a definition of 
terms was included. 
The survey of literature whioh oomprised Chapter II 
was reoorded under the following headings: 
1) methods of appraising reading interests 
2) results of studies of children's reading interests 
3) readability and its relation to reading interests 
4) pupils' ohoices ot books 
Chapter III desoribed the population of the stUdy 
whioh oonsisted ot one hundred eight students enrolled in 




the 1965-1966 school term. It further outlined the pro­
cedure in the oollection of data inoluding: (1) the con­
struction of a reading interest inventory and methods of 
tabulating and analyzing 
\ 
its results; (2) the seleotion of 
books used for the study and the system employed in evalua­
ting them according to their readability levels and at ­
tractiveness. The oomparison of the students' reading 
ability and grade levels of the books which they ohose to 
read was also described. 
Interpretation ot the findings was undertaken in 
Chapter IV, and dealt with the telloWing topios: (1) the 
most prominent areas of 1nterest to the students; (2) in­
terest differences of boys and girls; (3) the selection of 
books based on the students' interests; (4) pupil ratings 
of the attraot1veness of the books used in the study; (5) 
the comparison of the readability levels of books and read­
ing ability of the students. 
Oonclusions 
Aocording to the findings illustrated in Tables 1-6, 
the following conclusions seem to be Justified: 
1,) Books dealing with the areas of mystery, adventure, 
history, biography, romanoe and sports are ap­
pealing to students of the junior high school age. 
2) the interests of boys and girls of this age group 
differ both in general areas of reading interest 
and in cho1ces of books whioh they consider ftat_ 
,,'" . 
~. ~ 
.. .' ~ 
~;; , . 
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tractive." Areas listed as those of ftgreatest 
1nterestft show the greatest divergenoe in ohoioe, 
sinoe the first choices of boys are books re­
lated to sports and adventure, whereas girls rank 
stories of romance and biography as areas of h1gh~ 
est interest. Other interest areas appear to over­
lap. 
3)	 Although books are available to students in most 
areas ot interest to them, romanoe stories, whioh 
are ranked as highly interesting to girls, are not 
e~~11y found on readability levels three through 
ten. 
4)	 When rating the attractiveness of books, students 
are more greatly influenced by the theme of the 
story, or interest area, than by the readability 
level of the book. Hence, they tend to choose 
stories written on a higher or lower readability 
~han their own reading level if it is a type of 
story whioh interests them. 
5)	 Style, theme, type of oharaoters, content and format 
are faotors whioh influenoe the students~ seleotion 
of books. 
6)	 In this stUdy, the interest area of books appeared 
to be the speoific feature guiding the pupils' . 
book selections. 
ImR11oatlons 
There are several implications Which seem to present 
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themselves in this study. The following might be con­
sidered in studying the availab1lity of readable and in­
teresting books for 3unior high sohool students: 
1)	 Pupils require teacher-guidanoe in methods of 
seleoting free reading materials whioh fit their 
ability. Guidelines for pupil-examination of 
these mater1als would be helpful. 
2)	 MOre attention can be given to providing basal 
readers that contain stories based on the interests 
of junior high sohool students, while still provid­
ing a sequential development of skills. 
3)	 Reading instruotion might be more consciously built 
upon the interests of stUdents, since interest 1s 
the principal factor influencing pupl1~cho1ce of 
reading matter. 
4)	 Libraries might provide more books of h1gh~1nterest 
but low-diffioulty to junior high sohool students 
who requ1reeasy-to-r,ead materials. These materials 
should be based on their interests. 
5)	 Characters to whom students can relate should be 
included in both basal and free reading materials. 
Sugsest~~ns for Further Rese!rch 
It was noted that teacher-gu1dance in the pupils' 
selection of books 1s needed. It might be well to devise 
methods outlining possible procedures to be used in instruct­
ing pupils to ohoose books which not on11~,:are of interest to 
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them but whioh.matoh the1r ability and provide challenging 
material. A study similar to the present one oould deter­
mine whether or not students oan be taught to utilize these 
guidelines in their choices of books. 
Another stUdy might undertake the exam1nation of 
stories in basal texts to determine if they include the in­
terests ot particular classes which use the texts. 
Because environment is a factor known to influence 
the interests of students, a study noting ~he availability 
of books based on pupil-interests and yet readable for them 
might be undertaken among such groups as the oulturall1 dis­
advantaged• 
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RESULTS OF CAI.J:FCItBIA ACBIIV!HDT TEST
 
Voca~ CCII~.hension TotalPupil Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
1 12.0 1:3.0 12.) 
2;" 11.3 1'.0 12.3 
,.:..' ~... ,.i·"3 12.212.0	 12.7 
. , 4 12.4	 12.0 12.0 
5 11.5	 12.5 12.0 
6 11.1	 11.4 12.0 
7 10.7	 11.4 11.9 
8 11.3	 12.4 11.8 
".	 .~ 12.0 11.8 11.7 
10 11.5 11.8 11.6 
~~ 
11 10.5	 12.7 11.6 
12 10.7 12.' 11.5
 
~J 11.1 11.9 11.5
 
14 10.9 12.0 11.5
 
1.5 10.7 12.) 11.5
 
16 12.4 11.0 11.4
 
17 10.2 12.4 11.3
 
18 10.2 12.0 11.2
 
19 10.2 12.:3 11.2
 
20 10.9 11.4 11.2
 
21 10.5 11.8 11.2
 













23 10.7 11.4 11.1 
24 10.S 11.4 11.0 
, < 
2.5 11.S 10.7 11.0 
26 11.' 10.7 10.9 
27 10.4 11.3 10.9 
28, 10.7 10.'8 10.8 
29 10.5 10.8 10.7 
30 10.; 10.8 10.7 
31 9.0 8.9 10.6 
)2 10.2 '10.7 10.4 
33 9.4 11.3 10.4 
34 10.4 10.6 10.4 
35 10.0 10.7 10.4 
36 10.7 10.3 10.4 
37 10.9 9.-8 10.) 
38 10.2 10.4 10.) 
39 10.0 10.6 10.3 
40 10.4 10.1 10.2 
41 10.7 9.8 10.2 
42 10.5 9.9 10.2 
43 10.5 9.8 10.1 
44 10.5 . 9.8 10.1 
4S 10.4 9.8 10.1 
46 9.0 10.7 10.0 





Vocabu.lary C~pr.heDSion TotalPupU 
Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
47 10.0 9.9 10-.0 
48 9.4 10.3 9.9 
49 9.2 10.4 9.9 
50 10.4 9.' 9.8 
51 10.0 9.7 9.8 
52 8.8 10.4 9.7 
53 9.'8 9•.5 9.7 
54 9.8 9.5 9.7 
SS 9.6 9.7 9.7 
56 9.4 9.9 9.6 
57 9.4 9.7 9.6 
.58 9.6 9.5 9.6 
59 9.8 9.7 9.6 
60 10.5 8.7 9.5 
61 9.2 9.7 9•.5 
62 8.8 9.7 9.4 
63 9.2 9.3 9.4 
64 10.:S 8.5 9~4 
65 9.6 9.1 9.~ 
66 9.4 9.2 9.4 
'~67 9.0 9.) 9'.) 
68 10.2 8.5 9.) 
69 '.2 9.8 9.1 
70 8.2 9.9 9.2 
.. ; :.~ r 
.~~ "" .'~ . . 
\ 4· 
70 








71 10.0 8.' 9.1 
72 9.8 8.4 9.1 
73 8.5 9.3 9.1 
74 8.8 8.8 8.9 
7S ~.2 8.4 8.8 
76 8.0 10.8 8.8 
77 8.3 9.1 8.8 
78 10.0 7.9 8.8 
79 8.2 8.9 8.7 
80 9.0 8.3 8.7 
81 8.8 8., 8.6 
82 9.2 8.0 8.6 
8) 8.3 8.4 8.5 
84 9.0 8.0 8.5 
8S 8.6 8.1 8.5 
86 8.0 8.7 8.5 
87 9.8 7.6 8•.5 
88 9.2 7.9 8•.5 
89 9.4 7.7 8.5 
90 1.4 9.2 6.5 
91 8.5 8il 8.4 
92 8.5 8.0 8.3 
93 7.8 8.3 8.2 
94 8.0 8.3 8.2 
'",,' . 
. :~...... ~ .~ . 
. '. 
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TABlE 6 --Continued 
Vocabulary CcmpreheD810D TotalPupil 
Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
8.195 7.7	 8.' 
96 7.8	 8.0 0.0 
91 8.8	 7.1 7.9 
98 8.2	 7.5 7.8 
99 8.0 7.5 7.7 
100 7.1 7.9 7.6 
'.~~	 10t 7.8 7.5 7.6 
102 7.4 7.6 7.5 
10:3 1.8 7.0 7.3 
104 7.7 7.2 7.:3 
105 8.2 6.3 1.1 
106 7.1 7.2 7.1 
107 7.1 7.1 7.1 










Reading Interest Inventory 
Name	 No. 
-._------------~----
What kinds of books do you like? Put an "XU in front of 
each kind of story that you enjoy reading. 
____~_ Biographies of famous men and women 
Stories of home and sohool life 
------ Adventures 
Scienoe and Nature 
Romance and Love Stories--........­
______ Mysteries 
~ Stories about people and events in history 
__~~ Sports stories 
Stories about animals 
There may be some kinds of books you like which were not 
listed here. If there are, write the kind you like. 
Here are the titles of some books that you might like to 
read. Mark in each of the following four groups the names 
of the books you would like to read. 
GROUP	 I 
1.	 Daniel Boone 
Illustrated life story of this rugged pioneer 
2. Meet the Austins--- The story of the olose-knit loyalty ot the Austin 
family and the arrival of young and spoiled Maggy. 
3. Third Man on the Mountain--- The story of a sixteen year old boy who rebelled 
at his job as a hotel dishwasher and beoame a 
famous Alpine climber 
__~_ 4. Atoms Today and Tomorrow 
An explanation of the what and how of atomic 
energy with emphasis on its peaoeful uses in 





5. two Dates for Mike----- A modern high school novel about a boy whose 










The Blaok Stallion 
A boy, a wild blaok stallion, a shipwreck and a 
horseraoe make up the exoitement of this story. 
Best Sports Stories 
Inoludes a ooverage of all major areas of sports
with photographs 
The Secret of the Oellars 
The sale of a Viotorian mansion to a man inter­
ested only 1n its secure oellar plunges three 
teenagers into a series of adventures 
Pathways to Freedom 
The stories of nine oocasions in our history when 
oommon men helped secure our present freedoms 
GROUP II 
The Wild and Woolly West 
The "winning of the West" presented as the grim 
story of survival 
That Speoial Graoe 
A tribute to PresldeRt J. F. Kennedy as a man 
with zest for life and a gift for lOVing 
Storm from the West 
The story of two English teenagers and four 
American children whose widowed parents have 
married to form a new clan on the west ooast 
of Scotland. 
The 011ff House Mystery
Young Molly O'Neal and a blind friend uncover 
clues to an unsolved murder and f01l a kld~ 
napping plot 
The Survivor 
tne adventures of a group of young marines whose 
mission 1s to infiltrate an enem1~held Paoific 
island in World War II 
_.......... 6. Man Probes the Universe
 
The history ot discoveries and exciting break­
throughs in astronomy With photographs and drawings 
_____ 7. Gun111a, an Arotic Adventure 
The story af a lone hunter on a Spitsbergen who 





__ 8. Right-End Option 
The Brono Burnett s tory has the popular quarter­
back trying to stop a near mutiny on the team 
_......-	 9. A Date tor Diane 
The story of this glrl-next-door during two 
hilarious and heotio years in high sohool 
GROUP	 III 
1.	 Super Modif1ed Dr1ver 
A story about a boy Who builds his own stock 
car and races it 
........-.._ 2. One by Sea 
A spell-binding sea mystery 
3. The Big Road 
------ The natural wonders of the Paoifio Northwest 
during the depression form the background for 
young Vio's adventures as a freight train hobo 
4. A Promise 1s a Promise---- The warm story of a Jewish fam1ly and of the 
various troubles of an impulsive girl 
__ 5. The story of World War II 
The history of the rise af Adolf Hitler to the 
surrender of Japan 
~ 6. Ceiling of Amber 
Olaire Tanner struggles to maintain her late 
father's business in Maine and to forget a 
romantic disappointment 
______ 7. Wonders of the Human Body 
A ooncise explanation of the human body and 
hoW' it works 
8. Tent Show----- Story of a oountry boy who tours in a road oom~ 
pany with a performing dog 
_____ 9. The Quest of Isaao Newton 
The story of this famous scientist and his 
acoomplishments 
GROUP IV 
1.	 Oave of the Great Hunters 
The true story of four boys who disoovered an 
Ice Age cave with its treasures 
.f •••;.-_ 
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2.	 Ace Rebounder 
A fast-moving basketball story telling of a 
junior boy who makes a oomebaok on the court 
after a year's absence because of an auto 
aooident 
_____ 3. Passport to Romanoe 
The story of a year at sohool in Switzerland 
for f1fteen-year~old Jody Soott 
______ 4. Riding with Ooronado 
Original account of Coronado's famous exped1t1Qn 
5.	 Researoh Ideas for Young Scientists 
A book of ideas that will lead to experiment
and investigation on your own 
__ 6. The World of Lady Jane Grey 
The story of Lady Jane Grey, the sixteen-year-old
who tor nine fateful days was England's queen 
______ 7. Oape Ood Oasket 
Instead of being merely a tutor for the summer 
to two w$rds of "a mysterious Egyptian, Jonatha.n 
finds himself their bodyguard as well 
.....~_ 8. Mary Jane 
The story of a Negro girl who enters a newly­
integrated high sohool 
_____ 9. The Ginger HOrse 
The story of ROd's resolve to risk everything
for the esoape of Ginger 
- - -	~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
From the titles that were listed, choose three books that 
you would like to reoeive as a gift. Plaoe an "XU before 




From the titles that were listed, ohoose one book that you
would enjoy reading and briefly state the reason Why you
think it would be interesting. 
~... .~:. 
..: .. ". 
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Now choose one that you would ~ enjoy reading and briefly 




Summary of Diffioulty Level of Books
 
Evaluated in the Study
 
BOOICS USIO II TIll STUDY 
Interest Ar~a Mystery 
AUthor Titl. Publisher &pate 
Anckarsvard, Karin Rider by Night Harcourt, Brac. 
eft Co., 1960 
BawdeD, Nina The B011se of Secrets J. B. Lippincott. '. 
1963 
Berna. Paul The Horse Without a Bead Pantheon Books t 
IDC., 1958 
Bront., latily Wuthering Heights Maca11lan Co., 
1953 
Carl.ston, Barbee Th. Secret of Saturda7 Cove Holt, Rin.hart & 
Winston, 1961 
Ddla111'i.r. Daphne The Flight of the Falcon Doubleday Be 
Co., 1965 
G.er. Charles Dexter and the Deer Lake V.W. Norton & 
Mystery Co., 1960 
Household, Geoffrey Watchers in the Shadows Little, Brown & 
Co., 1960 
Jewett, Eleanor Mystery at Boulder Point Viking Press, 
1949 
J ohn.on, Louisa Mystery Hotel Albert Whitaan 
& Co•• 1964 
Orton, a.1.D F. Mystery of the Ridden Book J .B. Uppincott, 
1953 
Orton, H.len F. Mystery of the Lost Letter J .B. Lippincott,
1946 :>-
Pederson, Elsa Mystery on Manila Straights IYeS Washburn, Inc. 
1963 
RobertsoD, Keith The Mystery of Burnt Hill Viking Press. 
1961 
Stewart, Mary This Rough Magic M.S. Hill Co. 
1964 





BOOIS USED IN THE STUDY 
Interest Areal Mystery 





7-8 6-8 7 
7-8 10-11 10 
3-4 3-4 
7-8 9-10 9 
;-6 1-8 7 
7-8 10..11 10 
?-8 7-8 8 
)-4 3-4 
4 4 4 
4 4-5 4 
7-8 8-9 8 
5-6 5 
5-6 9-10 9 




Library Rating fran 



































Interest Area. Adventure 
Title 
Siaba of the Wbit. Mane 
Lorna Doone 
hrsuit in the French Alps 
A Fortune tor the Brave 
ChiJ1l1unk in the Forest 
Island City 
Robinson Crusoe 
Night of the Wall 
Golly and the Gulls 
Hidden Trail 
The Bus Trip 
Call of the Wild 
The Sea Snake 
Daughter ot the Mountains 
Call It Courage 
Winter Danger 
Publisher & Date 
McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1958 
Dodd, Head & 
Co., 194) 
Lothrop, Lee Ie 
Shepard, 1962 






Dodd. Mead & 
Co•• 1946 
G.P. Putnam.' s 
Sons. 1964 
Houghton Hittlin 
CO. t 1962 
Holiday House, 
1962 










Harcourt, Brace Ie 




Interest .Area: Adventure 
Grade Level Grade Level 
(Hecha!QS8 ) (Content) Readabi];1ty 





4-5 4 4 
9-10 9-10 10 
5-6 6-7 6 
4 >-4 4 
7-8 8-9 9 
8-9 7-9 9 
5-6 7-8 8 
5-6 7-8 7 
7--8 7-8 8 
5-6 5-6 ; 
Library Rating frca 































Lancaster t Bru.ce 
Treece t Henry 
Tunis, John R. 
W1l11am.s. Eric 
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Interest Area: History 
The Guns of Bull R\U1 
Westward--with .American 
Explorers 
John Billington, Friend 
ot Squanto 
Caesar's Gallic War 
Egyptian Adventures 
Men of Athens 
The Courage of Sara Noble 
ApPCIIlatox 
And There Was .Am.rica 




SUence over Dunkerque 
The Tunnel 
















Harper & Row, 
196) 
Alfred A. Knopf 
Inc., 1938 
Holiday Hcn1Se. Inc. t 
1938 
Doubleday & Co•• 
1964 












































































































Dooley, ThClll&8 A. 
Franchere. Ruth 








Shirer, Wi1' 1811 
stern, Madeleine 
Title 
The First Wean Doctor 
Ride on the Wind 
Doctor TCIIl Dooley, My 
story 
Willa. The Story of Willa 
Cather's Growing Up 
Helen ICeller--Tovard the 
Light 
Proud Prisoner 
sam. Houston--The Tallest 
Texan 
Abraham Lincoln, Friend 
of the People 
Challpion ot World Peace. 
Dag HcmIarskjold 
Louis Pasteur, FoUDc1er 
of Bac8r101ogy 
Hark Twain and the R1ver 
Gail Barden--Resourcetul 
Boy 
The Rise and Fall of 
Adolf Hitler 
So Much in a Lit.t1ae 
Washington. Booker T. Up trQll Slav8r7 
W1dd8ller t Mabel Aleck Bell, Jngenious Boy 



























Julian Messner Inc•• 
1964 










































































































Carson. Jobn F. 
Christopher. Matt 
Christopher, Matt 








Hirshberg t Al 
Jacobs, Helen H. 
Olson, Gene 
Turm1s t J om R. 
Van Riper, Guernsey 
'fitle 
The Coach Nobody Liked 
The Counterteit Tackle 
Sink It, Rusty 
Challenge at Second Base 
The Space Age Sport: 
SkydiYing 
100 Greatest Sports Feats 
Quick PiTot 
Gridiron Crusader 
t,.mtg O~p1c Chaap10ns 
Pro Rookie 
No Head tor Soccer 
Basketball's Greatest Teams 
Famous Aaeriean Wellen 
Athletes 
The Roaring Road 
Highpockets 
!nut. Room_Young Athlete 
Publisher & Date 








Messner t Inc•• 
1964 










Wil11all Horrow & 
Co., 1964 
G. P. Putnall's 
Sons, 1965 
Dodd, Mead Ie 
Co., 1962 
Dodd, Head Be 
Co•• 1962 




Interest Area: Sports 
Grade Level Grade Level 
(M,sMnics ) (Content) ReadabiJa:tz 
7-8 8-10 10 
:3 :3-4 
4 4-6 4 
)-5 , 
7-8 7-10 9 
7-8 8-10 10 
5..6 .5-8 ; 
7-8 7-9 7 
5-6 .5-9 6 
7-8 7-9 8 
7-8 7-9 8 
5-7 .5-9 6 
7-8 8-10 9 
7-8 1-9 7 
5-? 5 
4 4-6 4 
Library Ratings frClll 
































Lowery. Janette s. 
Lawrence. Mildred 
Malv817t Gladys 





Young, Bob & Jan 
Interest Area: R_ano. 
Title 
A Time to Love 
The Read Dream 
Class Ring 
Scmeone to Count On 
Going steady 
A Date for Diane 
LoY.. Bid Me Welcaae 
No Slipper tor Cinderella 
There's Always Forever 
Tolliver 
Jennifer 
The Moon Sp1mlers 
The Sea Gulls Woke Me 
Season of Love 
Across the Tracks 
Publisher & Date 




J.B. Lippincott & 
Co., 1957 




Macrae smith Co., 
1946 
Harcourt, Brace & 
World, 1965 
Harper & Rowt 1964 




Willi.. Horrow & 
Co., 196, 
M.S. Mill Be Willi.. 
Morrow, 1963 




Julian Messner t 
Inc., 1958 
; .,:.~ . 
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Interest Area: 
Grade Level Grade Level 























































Pupil Record Sheet tor Rating
Attractiveness of Books 






, ''': . ..,~ 
I ' .:. , ~ ': ': ':' ',','. ~  ~.  ' ~ ;.--... "'.'. :.: '" '" ",', "I,:," 
This book appears to bea I would 11ke to read this I 
AN iii
 
Title of Book Author 0~: ~~~  ~ ! S2frzts=>-~ H 
8Db&. of the White Mane Arundel, Jocel;yn 
Lorna Doone Blackm.ore, R.D. 
Pursuit in th~  French Alps BonBon, Paul J. 
A Fortune tor :the Brave Chauncy, Nan 
;[[;1' -, 
Chipaunk in the Forest Cl,:vDler, Eleanor 
\0 
Island City Davis t lavinia 
I\) 
Robinson Crusoe DeFoe, Daniel 
-11:1" "~'_".""~Night of the Will Godthwait, Priscilla 
..... ,'t"':;-··,Golly and the Gulls Harnden, Ruth 
Hidden Trail ICjelgaard, J1a 
The Bus Trip· Latt1aor.t Eleanor ' ·n 
Call of the Wild London, Jack
 
The Sea Snake Header. Stephen W.
 
Daughter of the Mountains Ran.kirt. Louise 
-, .
 
Call It Courage Sperry, Armstrong
 















One attractive feature ot the books I chose to read 
was the good style with which they were written. I like books 
written in the first person. I't'marked books "very 1nterest1ng1t 
if I liked the author and enjoyed other things whioh he had 
written. I liked the books that didn't seem too realistic; 
fiction is my favorite. 
Some books were too easy to read. I like a challenging
vocabulary, written in a more adult fashion. Also I marked 
the book tfdull U if 1t was too factual. 
When I examined eaoh book, I f1rst considered its 
general appearance. Then I read the first few pages; parts 
toward the middle of the book, and the last pages. I also 
looked to see if the type was easy enough to read, and 
whether or not the author included colorful descriptions. 
In the library, the title of a book sometimes oatohes 
my eye. If the author writes in an interesting style, I 
sometimes like to read other books of his. I do try to 
evaluate each book and to decide whether or not it seems 






I read the front cover of the books that I examined, 
and opened to any place in the story; if it seemed inter­
esting, I liked it. I liked books in whioh the print and 
words were easy enough to read and d1dn 1 t seem too ohildish. 
Even some Romance and Love books didn't seem too bad. I 
thought that they would be t1 nothing U , but if they were well 
written, they seemed interesting. 
Some books were boring and seemed to have no aotion. 
Sometimes the print was too small and could hardly be read. 
When examining the books I first looked at the oover 
to see what it was about; then I read the summary of the 
story ins1de the book if one was there. I then read parts 
of it to see if it seemed interesting. I don't think illUS­
trations make any differenoe; it's the reading that counts. 
94 
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When I go to the library, I usually" choose sOllething
that I like to read about, l1ke Sports or Biographies.
fhen I go to that seotion of the library and look at titles. 
It a title se.ms interesting, I read parts of the book so 






!he book seemed attraot1ve and interesting When the 
author wrote in an interesting sVle and didn't use big
boring words. !he oharacters seemed oolorful and the theme 
ot the books interested me. I liked the books that con­
tained a lot ot conversation. 
I don't like stor1es whioh are made up of a lot of 
des·or1ptlon. The characters 1n some stories seemed bor1ng-­
not the k1Rd that I would like to meet. I didn't 11ke the 
books whioh had many pages; I never get through big books. 
Some ot the books seemed to be wr1tten on a lower level; I 
didn't like them. 
If there were a summary of the story on the inside 
flap or the book, I read it to get a general idea of the 
story. I then read the beginning part of the f1rlt chapter.
It it's interesting, the Whole book usualll is. I look to 
see 1f the story oontains dialogue, or it it just goes on 
and on. I always 11ke to look to s •• it it has a happy" end­
ing, and read various parts throughout the story. I note 
whether the vpe of pr1D.tlng 18 large or small. 
In the library, books are m1xed on the shelves, 10 I 
look at the title.. I don't go to a part1cular section, but 






I liked the oomparat1ve11 short books With a lot ot 
action that seemed to be fast moving. I also partioularly
liked books with a lot of short ohapters ot short storie•• 
I didn't want to read books 1I1"th a lot of page. or 
small type. Some books take a long tim. to build up to 'he 
t1nal ending. Some books seemed too hard to believe, too 
'~ .. " : 
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"outlandish" - but I do l1ke soienoe f1ction. 
When I examined the books, I first lGoked to ••• ho. 
many pages there were. I notioed the print and the number 
ot oharacters involved in the plot. I looked at the cover 
and at chapter titles. Then I read the preface and d1ttere~ 
sections of the chapters. I don't like to read endings ahead 
of time. 
When I go to the library, I deo1de what kind ot books 
I'm in the mood tor; then I find this section on the shelves. 
I usually don t -t care to use the card oatalogue ; I jus t 11ke "bo 
start looking at titles and piotures on oovers and in the 







The books that I marked "very 1nteresting" had a lot 
of interesting dialogue. Transitional devices carried one 
thOUght to another, and would see. to keep my interest. !he 
plot •••med interesting and had unexpected developments as 
I spot-checked the book. The vooabulary seemed to be on my 
level. 
Many times the books seemed rather ~uven11.-1nterest­
1ng material tor e1ghth-graders but written in a stTle that 
a fourth-grader could read. I like surprises. and oouldn't 
see. to find any in these books. !he oharacters seemed 
3uven1le, and the dialogue wasn't too interesting. 
When I looked at the books, I checked to see 1t there 
was anything about the story OD. the inside flap ot the book; 
then I read the first few pages. I also read pages every so 
often throughout the book. I looked for dialogue and read 
some of the conversations in the story. I noted illustrations 
that might tell about the characters or the plot. !hen I 
tried to oheck to see it the plot carried through. 
When I go to the I1brarr to get a book, I somet1mes 
look up a book in -the card catalogue it I know about it. 
Ord1narily, I 3ust browse in the "Y.A." section to look for 
an interest1ng title. I don't limit myself to a part1cular 
tTpe. 
i' • ..... 









I liked t~e way some books were written: if it seemed 
to be on my level, and I could eas11y read it. The "very
interestingt. books seemed to have a lot of action. 
Some books were unappealing because they were too 
easy, and the plots weren't 1nteresting. !hey seemed to 
be like ma.ny other plots and not original. Some seemed to 
be written tor younger children. I could tell this b1 the 
print and the way that the sentences were written. 
When I examined the book. I read any 1ntoraatlpn
written on the flap of the inside cover. I opened to various 
pages throughout the book and read it. I noticed Dew words 
to see if it was too hard to read, and I also looked to see 
it someone were telling the story or it someone were wr1 tine; 
it himselt. 
In the library, 1f I'm look1ng tor a certain kind ot 
book or author, I go to the section where those books are on 
the shelves. !hen, I take them ott the shelt to examine 
them. I sometimes use the oard catalogue to find certain 
books. Most of the time, I pick up just any book and look 






I thought that the books were interesting when the 
author wrote 1n a unique way. Somet1mes books seem all the 
same. 
I found books unappealing it they were about things
that II. not interested in. !here are some types that I 
don't f1nd interesting, like western adventure. 
I look to see it I read any other books by the same 
author. Then I read the introduotion and pick out some para­
graphs in the story to read. 
When I go to the library, I look for a biography or 
romance story. I just look through the shelves until I 





Grade Placement: 10.4 
Sex: Boy 
Books seemed attractive 1t the topic was interest1ng.
!he words were easy enough to read - written on my level. 
I don't like some kinds of books. like "romance". The 
words in some books were too hard, the type was too small and 
there were long, involved sentences. 
I looked to see if there was a summary of the book on 
the cover. I then read parts in the book and noticed the 
kinds ot words that the author used. I a180 noticed the 
chapter titles. I looked to see What the oharacters were 
~1ke and vhat they dldln the story. 
When I ohoose a book trom the library, I just look 
through the titles. It ane seems interesting. I browse 
through the book to see how it 1s written, or if it's too 






I liked the style ot writing and the words used 1n 
some of the books. !he print seemed suited to eighth-graders.
I looked through the story and found manT interesting sections. 
Some kinds of books were more appealing to me than others, 
11ke Dl1ster1es. 
I don't like some t1pes of books, for instanoe, love 
stories. A lot of times the words were too hard or too easy.
The print was often for younger children, or it seemed to be, 
because it was too large. !he stories were sometimes muoh 
too short to be interesting. 
I looked at the number of pages in the book and read 
the summary of the story if the book had one. I read dif­
terent sections in the book to understand what it was about. 
I noticed the au1ihor' name to see 1t I've ever read anything
else by him. 
When I go to the library I look tor interesting t1tles, 
or tor a book that somebody recommended. I read part of it; 
11' I doD. t t 11ke 1 t, I put 1 t back and look for another until 









Grade Placement: 10.0 
Sex: Girl 
The vocabulary in some books seemed very 1nterestlng­
it wasn't the kind that a little second-grader could read. 
I marked it "very interesting" if the story was something I 
enjoyed, like love and romance stories. 
Most of the books that I marked "dull" didn't seem 
too interesting. Sometimes big type made the book seem too 
young and the stories, in general, seemed to be boring. I 
didn't like books with a lot of pictures. It seemed as if 
the desoription wasn't too vivid, and they needed a picture 
to explain it. 
When examining the books, I looked for introductions 
and names of chapters. I then read some paragraphs at random. 
In the library, I look for something that might seem 
interesting. Then I open the book to see what it's about. 






I liked the way some of the authors wrote - words and 
sentences were well written and the stories themselves seemed 
interesting. Of ,all the stories, I liked the sports stories 
best. I also liked characters that seemed very active in 
the story. 
Some books were unappealing because of the topic of the 
story - like romance. Some seamed to be written for younger
people and were not very interesting. Very desoriptive words 
were not used; they were simple, as for young children. 
I read the front oover and parts from different places
in the story getting a general idea of the plot. 
When choosing books from the library, I just walk over 
to the shelf and look around until I find one that seems 
interesting and on my level. Then I read parts to see it it 








!he interesting books contained descriptive phrases.
!he contents had eye-oatching topios, and the books had 
1nteresting oharacters and dialogue. 
Some books were unappealing beoause ther had a lot of 
narration, and I couldn't tell it they weuld be interesting 
or Dot. !hey had too manr pictures; the print was too large 
or too small or sometimes crowded together. I don't l1ke too 
many pictures in a book. 
I looked at the cover and t1tle. Some of the inside 
covers told what the book was about. I also notioed the table 
of contents. I read the first page and then various pages
through the book. I tried to see what the characters were 
like, and I read some ot the dialogue and descript1ons. 
Sometimes when I ohoose a book from the library, I 
look in the oard catalogue it I've heard about the book fro. 
someone else who has read it. Or I 3ust look through the 
shelves and pick books that seem interesting and look through
them. If they appear to be written like other books vh1chI've 






!he most attractive feature of some books 1s the writ1ng
of the author - the way that he 8%pressed himself. 
Some books were unappealing because of the war that the 
sentences were written. the plot and the characters seemed 
boring. 
When I examined the books, I read the desoription of the 
book to find out what it was about. !hen I read inoidents in 
the book: that might appeal to me. I noticed if' the type was 
big or small. If it was big, 1t seemed to be "baby1sh". I 
read about the characters and What they did in the story. 
I know a popular author, like duJardln, I look for one 
of her books 1n the library. !hen I look at the book 1tself; 
the pages, characters. Some oovers appeal to me and tell me 









Some books were attractive because ther had a good
style of writing and good vocabulary. I like a lot of de­
scriptive words. If the cover 1s designed well, 1t strikes 
me as an interesting book. 
Books were unappealing because of the style of wrlt1ng
seemed to be tor a younger person. !he plot seemed to be 
boring and uninteresting. I d1d not like books w1th large 
print and very saple sentences. Some books had no desorip­
tive words. 
I read the first part of the book, and then read 
parts ot the chapters whioh seemed to be excit1ng. 
In the library, I look for sclence fiction books; I 
11ke them best. I don't use the -card catalogue unless 80me­
one has told 118 that a book 1s verT good. I 3ust look at 
titles on the shelves. I try to get a general 1dea of the 






!he 1~terest1Dg books had colorful, descriptive
phrases. !he topic and stJle of the author seemed inter­
esting. The plot caught your interest; the characters 
seemed as it they were real people, and you might be one 
of them. 
Some books were dull beoause the sentences and 
characters didn't seem to come to lite. !he print was small 
and hard to read; some print was too large and didn't see. 
interesting at all. 
I looked at the front oover, and sk1mmed through
chapters to find important things that the characters did. 
I checked the main title and the ohapter titles to see if 
they were interesting. 
When I choose a book from the library, I first look 
at the titles. I like science-fiction and biography. If 
a title 8e••s interesting, I sk1m the pages to see it I 









The attractive books showed 1llustrations and oharts. 
I liked the oovers and the way that the author wrote. 
I didn't like the books that 3ust stated faots. 
Some didn't even have piotures to make them more 1nteresting.
Some of the titles didn't interest me at all. 
I looked at the oover and the inside flap to see if 
there was a summary of the story_ I read the first part of 
the chapters and noticed lDterest1ng pictures. 
It I'm looking tor a certain kind of book in the 
library, I look in the card catalogue. Host of the time. 
I choose a book trom the sports stories, espeoially those 






Some books seemed interesting because I liked the 
war the author expressed his 1deas. I liked talrlf large
print, because it was clear and easy to read. Some books 
described the characters well, espec1ally in the romanoe 
and love stories. I liked the books which had just a few 
piotures. 
Some books were unappealing because the print was 
too large. Better words and descriptions could have been 
used. Sometimes the t7pe of book was uninterest1ng, tor 
instanoe, the sports stories. !he sUb3eot ot the story could 
have been made more interesting. 
I looked at the covers of the books and read the 
inside flap. I read the first page and parts in the 
middle and at the end of the book. I noted the type ot 
print and the way that the sentences were written. 
I Just look at the shelves in the library and 












!he topics of some books seemed interesting to 
me, suoh as football. The print seemed to be suited 
to e1ghth grade. 
Some books were unappea11ng because they had un­
interesting topics. The plot didn't seem exciting. Some­
t1mes the print was too small or the words were too hard 
tor me. Then I decided that I wouldn't l1ke to read the books. 
Books w1th large print are too easy to read. 
When I examined the books, I first read 80me of 
the passages. I glanced through the table of contents 
and parte of the chapters. I also notioed the pictures 
in the books. 
When I go to the library, I try to think of a topic
that I would be interested in reading. I somet1mes look 
in the card catalogue. Host of the time I go to the tty .A.. ff 
seotion and ohoose a book that seems interesting. Titles 
sometimes help me to know it the book 1s about a topic






I Uked books that seemed to be wrltten on,:~an 
e1ghth-grade level. TheT seemed to have more narration .. I 
l1ke this better than conversation. I thought some books were 
well-written; the sentences and the vocabttla17 seemed good. 
I didn't like books with a lot of pictures. !he print 
was sometimes too large - this seeme.d to be for younger
ch1ldren. Some books, like sports, seemed tor boys. 
When I examined the books, I looked at the cover and 
the title to get an idea of what 1t was about. I sometimes 
went to the table of contents to read the titles ot the 
ohapters. Then, I read parts at different places through
the book. 
I usually choose JD1stery books from the tty •.1. tf seotion 
of the library. I pick 80lle out and sk1m them to see it 
ther would be interesting to me. I sometimes 11ke to ohoose 








I liked some special parts in the books that seemed 
interesting to me. I liked the parts that were spoken 
by the characters in the books and the parts that they 
played. Books with expressive words seemed interesting. 
Sometimes the sUbject of the books wouldn't interest 
me, like baseball. The print was sometimes too small for 
me to read easily. 
When I examined the books, I checked to see if there 
was anything written about the story on the flap. Then I 
read parts of the pages of the story. I also looked at 
the contents in the front of the books. 
In the library, I pick a book from the shelf and 






I liked books that seemed to be adventurous and 
had an interesting plot. If the book had a nice cover, 
it was an attractive part of the book. 
The main thing that I disliked about some books 
was that they were written about a topic that doesn't 
interest me. 
I looked at the table of contents in the book and 
read sections of each chapter. 
When I go to the library, I go to the shelves and 
read the titles of the books. If the title seems in­
teresting, I read parts to see 1f the book 1s about something 
that interests me. 








I marked books "very 1nteresting" if they seemed
 
to be exoiting or humorous.
 
In the books that I disliked. the author didn't 
express himself well. I I1dn't like any books on certain 
topics, 11ke romanoe. Some biograph1es 3ust give a long 
account of things that happen through the years and aren I t 
very interesting. 
When I examined the books, I looked at the summarr 
inside the cover 1t there was one. I looked at the oon­
tents, and it a chapter seemed interesting, I read parts
of it. 
When I go to the l1brary, I look at the titles and
 
authors of the books on the shelves. Some books I've
 
heard of and I want to read. !he appearanoe of the book
 







Books seemed interesting to me it th81 had good
beg1nning paragraphs. Sometimes a summary was given, and 
it seemed to be ateresting. Good front covers and 
pictures 111 the book told what the story was about. !he 
table of contents somet1mes seemed interest1ng. I usuallr 
marked sports and adventure stories "very interesting"
because these are mT favorites. I also like soience-fiotion. 
Some books seemed too fOung tor me; I like "Y.A." 
books. I'm not interested in some topics, like romance. 
I 3ust don't chase after that kind ot book. Sometimes the 
words were too hard to read. 
It there were summaries or chapter headings in the 
book, I read them. I also noticed the contents; 1t a part
seemed interesting, I would read it to see 1t it was too 
hard or too easy. I noticed piotures in the front of the 
book inside. And the type-soaet1aes the t1pe 1s big, 
or the wording doesn't seem r1ght. er the sentences seem 
oonfusing. I was 3ust reading a paragraph from one of 
the sports books, and the sentences seemed m,1z:ed--up and 
/ big words didn't t1t in r1~. 
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When I want to Choose a book from the 11brarr, 
I go to the "Y.A." seotion and look at the titles. I 
p1ck up a book and read a tew paragraphs if it seems 
interest1ng. Sometimes I go to the catalogue to look 
tor a title or author. It the books have young characters 
in the pictures, I usually' doD.' t like them. 
